Demo Reel Guidelines
For Application to the Master of Fine Arts: Majors in Producing and Directing

Format: DVD.

Appearance: Professional looking cover, with style and slick graphic design.

Information for cover: Name, title, e-mail, phone number.

Disk: Professional looking cover, with style, and slick graphic design that mirrors the cover.

Information on disk: Name, title, e-mail, phone number.

Demo Reel Contents:
Montage
Buttons to various genre or categories
Button to resumé/bio/pix/contact information

Project Requirements:
Each project should have a title that comes up identifying your position, the title of the project and any awards the project won.

A note on buttons:
When buttons lead to an actual project (not just another menu) there should be a title that identifies the title of the project and the TRT.

A note on the montage:
Length of montage should not exceed 2-3 minutes.